
Solutions to Math 347 Practice Problems for Midterm 2

1) True or False:

a) The well ordering principle is equivalent to the principle of induction. True, proved in class.

b) Every nonempty subset of R has a supremum. False: for example Z has no supremum.

c) The infinimum of a set is the set’s least lower bound. False: it is its greatest lower bound.

d) If a set has a minimum, then it is bounded below. True: it is bounded below by its minimum.

e) If a set is bounded below, then it has a minimum. False: consider the set {1/n | n ∈ N}.

f) If A is a proper subset of B, then A and B cannot have the same cardinality. False: N is a proper subset of

Q, but Q has the same cardinality as N, as shown in class.

2) Define a sequence as follows: b1 = 0,b2 = 3, and bk = bk−1 +bk−2 for k ≥ 3. Prove that bk is divisible by

3 for all k ∈ N.

We use strong induction.

Base case: b1 = 0 is divisible by 3.

Strong induction hypothesis: suppose that for some n≥ 1, bk is divisible by 3 for all 1≤ k ≤ n.

Inductive step: if n = 1, then n+1 = 2 and b2 = 3 is divisible by 3. If n > 1, then bn+1 = bn +bn−1 where

both bn and bn−1 are divisible by 3 by the strong induction hypothesis. Since the sum of two numbers that

are divisible by 3 is itself divisible by 3, we have that bn+1 is divisible by 3 and so by strong induction our

claim is proved.

3) Prove that for all natural numbers n≥ 8, there exist non-negative integers a,b such that n = 3a+5b.

We use strong induction.

Base case: n = 8 can be written as 3+5 (i.e. a = 1,b = 1).

Strong inductive hypothesis: Suppose that for some natural number n≥ 8 we have that for every 8≤ k≤ n

there exist non-negative integers a,b such that k = 3a+5b.

Inductive step: We consider three cases. If n = 8, then n+1 = 9 = 3 ·3+5 ·0. If n = 9, then n+1 = 10 =

3 ·0+5 ·2. If n≥ 10, then n+1 = n−2+3 where n−2≥ 8 and hence, by the strong induction hypothesis,

we have that n− 2 = 3a+ 5b for some non-negative integers a,b. Hence n+ 1 = n− 2+ 3 = 3(a+ 1)+ b

where a+1 and b are non-negative integers. By strong induction, we have proven the claim in the problem.

4) Recall that the Fibonacci numbers are defined as follows: F1 = 1,F2 = 1, and Fk = Fk−1 +Fk−2 for k > 2.

Show that the Fibonacci numbers follow a pattern of odd, odd, even, odd, odd, even, odd, odd, even, and so

on.

We use strong induction to show that Fn is odd whenever n = 3k+1 or n = 3k+2 for some integer k, and



that Fn is even whenever n = 3k for some integer k.

Base case: When n = 1, we have Fn = 1 which is odd, as desired.

Strong induction hypothesis: Suppose that for some n≥ 1 we have that the claim holds for all 1≤ j ≤ n.

Inductive step: If n = 1, then n+1 = 2, where 2 is of the form 3 ·0+2, and F2 = 1 is odd as in the claim.

If n≥ 2, then Fn+1 = Fn−1 +Fn. There are three cases to consider.

If n = 3k for some integer k, then n− 1 = 3(k− 1)+ 2, and by the strong induction hypothesis we have

that Fn is even and Fn−1 is odd. Also, we have that n+ 1 = 3k+ 1 and Fn+1 is the sum of an even and odd

number, which is odd, as desired.

If n = 3k+1 for some integer k, then n−1 = 3k, and by the strong induction hypothesis we have that Fn

is odd and Fn−1 is even. Also, we have that n+1 = 3k+2 and Fn+1 is the sum of an even and odd number,

which is odd, as desired.

If n = 3k+2 for some integer k, then n−1 = 3k+1, and by the strong induction hypothesis we have that

Fn is odd and Fn−1 is odd. Also, we have that n+ 1 = 3(k+ 1) and Fn+1 is the sum of two odd numbers,

which is even, as desired.

By strong induction, the claim in the problem is true.

5) Let f ,g be functions from R to R. Prove the following.

a) If f is strictly increasing then f is injective. Is the converse true?

Suppose f is strictly increasing. Then if x 6= y we have either x < y, in which case f (x)< f (y), or x > y,

in which case f (x) > f (y). In either case, we have f (x) 6= f (y). Hence f is injective (note that we proved

the contrapositive of the statement “if f (x) = f (y) then x = y” and this is equivalent to proving the statement

itself).

The converse is not true: For example, consider the function f (x) = −x, which is strictly decreasing but

injective.

b) If f is surjective then f is unbounded.

Suppose f is bounded. Then there is a number M ∈R such that f (x)≤M for all x∈R. Hence in particular

f (x) 6= M+1 for any x ∈R and f is not surjective and we have a contradiction. Hence f must be unbounded.

c) If f ◦g is the identity function on R, then f is surjective and g is injective.

Let y∈R. Then we have that f (g(y)) = y since f ◦g is the identity function on R. Thus y has the preimage

of g(y) under f for any y ∈ R and f is surjective.

Let g(x) = g(y). Then, since f ◦ g is the identity function on R, we have x = f (g(x)) = f (g(y)) = y and

so x = y. Hence g is injective.

6) Prove that the set of odd natural numbers and the set of even natural numbers are both countable.



Let 2N denote the set of even natural numbers, and let N− 2N denote the set of odd natural numbers.

Consider the functions f : N→ 2N where f (n) = 2n and g : N→ N−2N where g(n) = 2n−1.

First note that each of these functions do in fact have image in the target set: if n ∈ N, then 2n is an even

natural number and 2n−1 is an odd natural number.

First, we prove that f is a bijection. It is an injection since f (n) = f (m) implies 2n = 2m which implies

that n = m. It is a surjection since for any even natural number k, we have that k/2 is a natural number, and

so f (k/2) = k.

Next, we prove that g is a bijection. It is an injection since g(n) = g(m) implies 2n− 1 = 2m− 1 which

implies that n = m. It is a surjection since for any odd natural number k, we have that k+1 is an even natural

number, and so (k+1)/2 is a natural number and g(k+1/2) = k.

7) Prove that N×N×N (the set of all possible triples (x,y,z) of natural numbers) is countable.

We have that the set S = N×N is countable by the following argument. Arrange the elements in the set

N×N as follows:
(1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) · · ·
(2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4) · · ·
(3,1) (3,2) (3,3) (3,4) · · ·
(4,1) (4,2) (4,3) (4,4) · · ·
(5,1) (5,2) (5,3) (5,4) · · ·
...

...
...

...
...

and then create a “diagonal” bijection N→ N×N as we did when we proved that Q was countable in class.

Namely, map 1 to (1,1), 2 to (1,2), 3 to (2,1), 4 to (3,1), 5 to (2,2), 6 to (1,3), and so on. This will clearly

be a bijection by the way we have defined it, and so N×N is countable and we may list the elements in it

as a1,a2,a3,a4, . . . . Hence we can view N×N×N as the set of all pairs (ai, j) where i, j ∈ N. We create a

bijection from N to this set much like we did above. We arrange the elements as follows:

(a1,1) (a1,2) (a1,3) (a1,4) · · ·
(a2,1) (a2,2) (a2,3) (a2,4) · · ·
(a3,1) (a3,2) (a3,3) (a3,4) · · ·
(a4,1) (a4,2) (a4,3) (a4,4) · · ·
(a5,1) (a5,2) (a5,3) (a5,4) · · ·
...

...
...

...
...

and map N to this set in the same fashion as we did above. This gives us a bijection from N to N×N×N

and hence N×N×N is countable, as desired.



8) a) Show that the function f (x) = x1/100 is unbounded.

First of all, note that the range and domain of this function is R≥0. Suppose the this function is bounded

above by M ∈R≥0, so x1/100 ≤M for all x∈R≥0. Consider x = (M+1)100∈R. We have f (x) = M+1 > M

which is a contradiction. Hence f is unbounded.

b) Show that the function f (x) = x−100 is unbounded.

Suppose x−100 is bounded above by M ∈ R, so x−100 ≤ M for all nonzero x ∈ R. Note that M must be

positive since, for example, 1−100 = 1 and so M≥ 1. Consider x= (M+1)−1/100. We have f (x) =M+1>M

which is a contradiction. Hence f is unbounded.


